
 

 
 
 
 

Vantage Infrastructure awarded 5 Stars and ranked top of peer group by GRESB 

 
 
London, 13 November 2020 - Vantage Infrastructure is pleased to announce that it has maintained 
both its GRESB 5-Star Rating and first place ranking within its peer group and has been named ‘Sector 
Leader’ amongst ‘Globally diversified’ infrastructure funds in the 2020 GRESB Infrastructure 
Assessment. This is the highest GRESB Rating and a recognition for its ESG achievements. 
 
In addition, all of the companies in Vantage Infrastructure’s managed portfolio have achieved a 5-
Star Rating and ranked in the top 3 in their peer groups, with two also named Asset Sector Leaders 
in their respective categories. Six out of seven portfolio companies have achieved a GRESB score at 
or above 90 (out of 100) and are ranked in the top 28 amongst all 406 Infrastructure assets 
participating in the GRESB assessment. 
 
“We are delighted with these excellent scores and rankings achieved by both our firm and our 
portfolio companies,” said Valeria Rosati, Senior Partner, Vantage Infrastructure. “They are the 
result of our deliberate ESG strategy, which targets continuous improvement year on year. Over the 
12 months the close collaboration between our team at Vantage Infrastructure and our portfolio 
management teams has paid off. We are especially pleased to be able to deliver positive outcomes 
to our clients and stakeholders, who place ESG at the heart of their own responsible investment 
strategies too”. 
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About Vantage Infrastructure  
Vantage Infrastructure is an independent fund manager focused on equity and debt infrastructure 
investments, comprising an experienced team, long-standing institutional relationships and a diverse 
portfolio. As of 30 September 2020, Vantage manages over US$5.3 billion in AUM across Europe, North 
America and Australia on behalf of global institutional clients.   
www.vantageinfra.com 
 
 
About GRESB 
Mission-driven and investor-led, GRESB is the environmental, social and governance (ESG) benchmark 
for real assets. GRESB works in collaboration with the industry to provide standardised and validated 
ESG data to the capital markets. GRESB’s coverage for infrastructure includes 500 infrastructure 
funds and assets.  
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